Film Criticism

COLLECTIONS OF MOVIE/FILM CRITICISM

Books
Magill’s survey of cinema—English language films, first series.
Reference PN1993.45.M3 v. 1

Magill’s survey of cinema—English language films, second series.
Reference PN1993.45.M32 v. 1

The Motion picture annual.

Reserve/Circ. Desk ENG 103 Walker

World Wide Web
Internet Movie Database  http://www.imdb.com/
Movie Review Query Engine  http://www.mrqe.com/
Roger Ebert’s Film Reviews (Chicago Sun Times)  http://www.suntimes.com/index/ebert.html
Yahoo Movie Review page  http://dir.yahoo.com/Entertainment/Movies_and_Film/Reviews/

CD-ROM (at Multi-Media Station)
Cinemania - For films prior to 1996. Includes Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide; Roger Ebert’s Video Companion; 5001 nights at the movies by Pauline Kael; Movie guide, Encyclopedia of film, and How to read a film by James Monaco; Film encyclopedia by Ephraim Katz.

TIP: To find other books and videos about film, browse the shelves under the call numbers beginning with PN1993 through PN1995. You will find books about movies in general, including reviews, plus videos about various aspects of films. To locate additional materials, search the online catalog under the following subject headings:
  - Motion picture industry
  - Motion picture -- Acting
  - Motion picture actors and actresses
  - Motion pictures [for general works on motion pictures]
  - Also, many subdivisions under the heading “Motion pictures”, including Reviews, Social Aspects, or by name of individual country.
**Periodicals**
The EvCC Library Media Center subscribes to these periodicals:
- **Film Comment** (paper, microfiche, Proquest)
- **Film Quarterly** (microfiche, Proquest)
- **Journal of Popular Film and Television** (paper, microfiche, Proquest)
- **Cineaste** (Proquest only)
- Also, have **American Film**, Oct. 1985-Jan/Feb 1992 only (microfiche, Proquest)

**MOVIE REVIEW INDEXES & BIBLIOGRAPHIES**

**Books**
**Film Review Index.** Ref. PN1995.F5 (2 volumes)
Cites reviews to over 7000 feature films between 1914 and 1986 in both popular and trade journals.

**The critical index: a bibliography of articles on film in English, 1947-1973.**

**PERIODICAL AND NEWSPAPER INDEXES**

**Print Resources**
**Readers Guide to Periodical Literature** Index Tables in Reference area.
Look under “Motion picture reviews”.

**New York Times Index** Index Tables in Reference area.
Look under “Motion pictures”, [title]"article type"

**Online Resources**
**Proquest (periodicals index)** RefNET computers in Reference area
This indexes over 3,9jkh00 magazines, journals, and newspapers including general interest magazines such as Time, as well as a number of important periodicals devoted to film and video such as Film Comment, Sight and Sound, etc. This database is accessible via Internet. Limit to reviews by typing, for example: **dt(movie review) and American Beauty** Here dt stands for document type; "movie review" is the specific document type wanted; and American Beauty is the name of the movie.

**Film Literature Index**
[http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/fli/index.jsp](http://webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/fli/index.jsp)
indexes 150 film and television periodicals from 30 countries cover-to-cover and 200 other periodicals selectively for articles on film and television.

**World Wide Web**
**IPL Online Newspapers** [http://www.ipl.org/div/news/](http://www.ipl.org/div/news/)